ABSTRACT

The input to a TTS system may contain acronyms, abbreviations and non-standard words, which must first be converted to the corresponding Tamil graphemic form. A text normalization module is developed for accomplishing this task. We have developed a quality grapheme to phoneme (G2P) conversion module, which converts the normalized orthographic text input into its phonetic form. The phonetic transcription helps in identifying and analysing the basic units such as mono-phones, diphones and syllables and also for segmenting the speech corpus. A character to phoneme mapping interface is developed to map the Tamil graphemic text to the corresponding phonetic transcription of the incoming text. This involves normalizing the input text and mapping the graphemic representation to a corresponding phonetic representation. Since the orthographic representation and pronunciation do not match in some cases, the default mapping needs to be changed wherever necessary. Section 2 describes the need for Text Normalization and how the non-standard words like acronyms and abbreviations in the input text are dealt with in NLP. Section 3 describes the process of converting a pure word sequence into its phonetic equivalent, the inter and intra word rules which are made use of, for G2P conversion, and the creation of Foreign word lexicon. The results are presented in section 4.

2. NORMALIZATION OF NON-STANDARD WORDS

The text input to the TTS system may not be pure Tamil text. It may contain some non-standard words like acronyms, abbreviations, proper names derived from other languages or clutters, phone numbers, decimal numbers, fractions, ordinary numbers, sequence of numbers, money, dates, measures, titles, times and symbols. The Natural Language Processing module should be able to handle such non-standard words. Standard words are those, whose pronunciation can be obtained from the G2P rules. A G2P converter maps a word to a sequence of phones. All the non-standard words must be expanded into the corresponding Tamil graphemic form, before sending to the G2P module for phonetic expansion. This module should also take a decision of how a non-standard word is being pronounced. For example, a phone number must be read with each digit treated as a single number and read in isolation.

The corresponding Tamil graphemic representations of possible non-standard words, English words and Tamil short forms are written in ‘iLEAP’ format. iLEAP is a software, where one could type in many Indian languages. The ISCII (Indian Script Code for Information Interchange) file is exported as an ASCII (text) file and this file is used by the Text normalization module. The format of the text normalization file is shown in Figure 2.

The input text file is searched for abbreviations or acronyms (can be in Tamil or English). They are replaced by the corresponding expansion (graphemic form) in Tamil in the output (ISCII) file. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Ex:  
**aug** is also replaced as **உயர்** (normalization) 
**august** is also replaced as **அச்சுக்குடமை** (Tamil transcription)
Further, there are a number of words, used regularly in Tamil, which are originally Sanskrit or English words. The G2P fails to give the accurate phonetic transcription in case of such words. Hence, we have created a lexicon of foreign words.

Expansion of the numbers is a ‘special’ case in normalization, because a decision needs to be taken whether the encountered number is an ordinary number, a phone number, date, time or currency. If it is currency, it decides whether it is rupee or dollar or pound or yen. The input number is considered as a string. An ordinary number is expanded according to the length of the string. A module is written to expand a 3 digit number. The control chooses different paths according to the length of the string. If the number is 4 or 5 digits long, then it must be in thousands or ten thousands. In this case, this module is called twice, first to convert the number of thousands to words (1 or 2 digits) and next to convert the remaining 3 digit number to words. For example, if the number is 12345, in the first call, the number 12 is processed and in the next call, 345 is processed. If it is a 6 or 7 digit number, it must be in lakhs or 10 lakhs and if the number has 8 or 9 digits, then it must be in crores or 10 crores; then this module is called thrice or four times, respectively and so on. If the number of digits is less than or equal to 3, then the module is called only once.

If the number string is not an ordinary number, a parameter (a number corresponding to the decision taken) is set according to the type of the number string. If the number string is a decimal number (Ex: 23.8756) the number before the dot (.) is treated as one number and the digits after the dot are spoken in isolation. If the number string is a date, the delimiters can be ‘\/' or ‘-’ (Ex: 25-10-1999 or 25/10/1999). All the three values (date, month, and year) are extracted from the input string and processed separately. Similarly the different types of number strings namely, currency, range of numbers, arithmetic, phone numbers and time are identified by the delimiters present and expanded accordingly.

Example:

3. DESING OF THE G2P MODULE

In a TTS system, the G2P module converts the normalized orthographic text input into the underlying linguistic and phonetic representation. G2P conversion therefore is the fundamental step in a TTS system [1]. The text normalization module inputs a word sequence to the G2P module. The Grapheme to Phoneme conversion of the word sequence can be done using the Letter to Sound Rules. The rules are based on a pronunciation dictionary, in which a mapping of the spelling of a word into a sequence of phones can be found. For example, consider an English word – “speech”. The pronunciation dictionary converts this word to the phone sequence – S P I Y CH. Traditional orthography in some languages, particularly French and English, often does not coincide with pronunciation. However, in other languages such as Spanish and Italian, there is a consistent relationship between orthography and pronunciation (Link).

If there is no pronunciation dictionary, a simple set of rules to convert the graphemic form of a word into the corresponding phonemic form is used. Using such rules is more relevant for Indian languages. In many cases, there is a direct correspondence between what is written and what is spoken. For example, consider a Tamil word - “asiriyar”, the corresponding phonetic transcription is - /Asiriyar/ which is very similar to the word.

3.1. Mapping from Tamil Graphemes to Phonemes

The grapheme to phoneme (G2P) conversion module receives the sequence of Tamil words, from the Text normalization module, which then are converted to a phonetic transcription represented in Roman script. This is obtained by using a character to phone mapping, which gives the corresponding phonemic representation of Tamil graphemes, in Roman script. The Roman character (or sometimes, combination of letters in case of diphthongs like /ae/ or /au/ or genitives like /kk/ and /tt/) which represents a Tamil phonemic unit may not ‘sound’ exactly like the Tamil phoneme and is used only as an unambiguous representation. The .wav (speech) files in the inventory are labeled according to this Roman representation. The DSP module in the TTS engine picks up the corresponding speech units (which are labeled according to the mapping), given by the phonemic representation, for concatenation.

Words are converted one by one. Two kinds of rules – inter-word rules and intra-word rules are applied to the input text during conversion. If the last character in a word is halanth, and the last but one character is /k/ or /ch/ or /th/ or /p/ and the next word starts with /k/ or /ch/ or /th/ or /p/, respectively, the two words are concatenated. This inter word rule is very relevant here because, while speaking such words, a speaker does not pronounce the phoneme /k/ or /ch/ or /th/ or /p/ two times. Such junctions of words will combine into a single word in which those two phonemes at the junction would manifest as a genitive, for example /p/ /p/ becomes /pp/. The double
letters are labeled with a suffix ‘l’ to the basic phoneme. This is illustrated in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). It was found that the duration of a double letter occurring in the middle of a word and that which was formed at the junction of two words is comparable.

Tamil uses a syllabic script that is largely phonetic in nature. Thus, in most cases, there is a one-to-one mapping between graphemes and the corresponding phones. The architecture of the Natural Language Processing module is shown in Figure 4. Language specific information is fed into the system in the form of mapping and rules. The default character to phone mapping is defined in the mapping file. The format of the mapping is shown below and explained subsequently.

Format: Character Type Class Phoneme
Example: ஐ் V VOW a —> ஐ் V VOW a

Character: The orthographic representation of the character.
Type: Three types of characters are identified, C-Consonant, V-Vowel and H-Halanth
Class: The class to which the character belongs. These class labels can be effectively used to write a rule representing a broad set of characters.
Phoneme: The default phonetic representation of the character.

Type gives a broad classification of the characters while Class mainly classifies the C type characters (consonants) into different clusters like KA, CA, TA, tA, PA and YA. Some examples of the default mapping are shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Rule Base for Tamil G2P

The Rule Base contains a set of rules that modify the default mapping of the characters based on the context in which a particular phone occurs. Specific contexts are matched using rules. The system triggers the rule that best fits the current context. The rule format is given below.

```
Format: \( \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \ldots \alpha_m \{ \beta_1 \beta_2 \ldots \beta_n \} \)
Example: VOW KA VOW \{ K:1:X R:2:g K:3:X \}
```

- \( \alpha_i \) Class label of the \( i^{th} \) character as defined in the character phone mapping. Together, these \( \alpha \)s represent the context that is being matched.
- \( \beta_j \) \( j^{th} \) action specification node. Each such node has the form: Action_Type:Pos:Phoneme_Str
- Action_Type This field specifies the type of this action performed at this node. Possible values are K (Keep), R (Replace), I (Insert) and A (Append).
- Pos The index of the character being covered by the context of the rule (1 \( \leq \) Pos \( \leq \) m)
- Phoneme_Str represents phoneme string output by this action node.

The example rule given above says that if the grapheme /k/ (/k/ belongs to class KA) appears between two vowels (VOW KA VOW), keep the first character (vowel) as it is (K:1:X), replace the second character(/k/) with /g/ (R:2:g) and keep the third character (vowel) as it is (K:3:X).

```
Input Tamil text -> Text Normalizer
Normalized Tamil text -> Grapheme to Phoneme Converter
Transcribed Text
```

Figure 4: Natural Language Processing (NLP) module

```
(a)
```

Figure 5: Mapping examples
If the same consonant occurs twice consecutively, the genitive is represented by replacing the second grapheme by 'T'. EX: TA HAL TA (A:1;1) (T T -> Tl)
The reason for using this kind of representation for double letters is that the speech files in the inventory are labeled accordingly and if 'T T' is kept as it is, then the DSP module selects two 'T' segments instead of selecting a single 'Tl' segment. Also, linguistically, TT is a single phone (genitive), not two.

Graphemes exist in Tamil script only for the phonemes /k/, /ch/, /T/, /th/, /p/. But these five graphemes would manifest as /g/, /j/, /D/, /dh/, /b/, respectively, if they occur between two vowels or prefixed by nasals.

EX: NASI HAL KA (K:1:X K:2:X R:3:g)
VOW PA VOW (K:1:X R:2:b K:3:X)
However, there is an exception for /ch/. If it occurs between two vowels, it becomes /s/. Also, /ch/ becomes /s/ when it comes in the beginning of a word. There are some more rules, which are not listed here. Figure 6 gives some sample input Tamil sentences, the normalized Text and the phonetised text.

3.3. Lexicon for handling Foreign Words

The process of corpora phonetization or the development of phonetic lexicons for the western languages is traditionally done by linguists. These lexicons are subject to constant refinement and modification. But the phonetic nature of Indian scripts reduces the effort to building mere mapping tables and rules for the phonetic representation. These rules and the mapping tables together comprise the phonetizers or the Grapheme to Phomene converters [1].

The G2P rule base cannot be generalized to handle all the words in the input text, especially for the proper nouns derived from other languages like Sanskrit and Urdu. For example, the word 'Buddha' is written in Tamil as '¹ˆîè‹' (putlakam) is pronounced as 'putlagam' only. If a rule is introduced for this purpose, that will affect Tamil words. For example, the Tamil word '¹ˆî£¹ˆî€' (putla); the grapheme /p/ in the beginning of the word should be pronounced as /b/ and the /tl/ should be pronounced as /dl/. But there are no such rules in the rule base, since it is basically a Sanskrit word used as it is in Tamil. If a rule is introduced for this purpose, that will affect Tamil words. The Tamil word '¹ˆî£¹ˆî€' (putlakam) is pronounced as 'putlagam' only. The initial /p/ doesn’t change to /b/ or the genitive /tl/ doesn’t change to /dl/.

To cater to such exception words and proper nouns, a lexicon has been created. The lexicon dictates the phonetic composition, or the pronunciation of each entry in the list. The G2P first looks in the lexicon file for each input word. If the word is present in the lexicon file, its phonetic transcription is taken from the lexicon itself. Otherwise, the G2P applies mapping and the rules to produce the phonetic transcription.

The phonetic transcription generated by the G2P converter can be used for segmentation of the speech corpus. The phonetic transcription can be aligned with the speech waveform and the phone boundaries can be adjusted manually or by automatic speech segmentation algorithms.

4. CONCLUSION

The Tamil grapheme to phoneme conversion module has been developed effectively. Efficient rules have been designed in, which cover most of the contexts in which the default mapping needs to be changed. A foreign word lexicon handles cases where the general G2P rules do not give the exact phonetic transcription. This has been used in the Tamil TTS developed around Festival, as well as an independent, stand-alone TTS. The developed C code for G2P module is designed to be used for Tamil TTS in both Windows and Linux platforms.
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